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Embedding an Arbitrary Function into a 
Tchebycheff Space 
Let .9( 7‘) be the set of real-valued functions on any subset 7’ k)t‘ th< real 
line. Let L’C .P( T) be any (A - I)-dimensional vector ,pace o\er ^tj (the 
real line). U is a Tcheb~~c~/7c~~,f .S~LIW ( T-spaw) of tk~,qwc I, ifl’ for t’\ er> nonrerc-, 
II E L; the number of distinct zeros of I/, Z(U), and Lhe number of alternations 
in sign of l/(t) with increasing I. S (rr), exh do not exceed X. An> basi\ 01‘ ‘I 
T-space is a T-system, a\ classically de!ined in terms of the permanence <)I‘ 
sign and nonvani4iing of the Haar determinant. and if ;I/,; ,, i\ .I 7--\>>tem. 
then the linear space generated by these functions form> LI 7+p;icc. IIie 
T-apace U is a Mrr/.l\or~ \/IC~CYJ if there exists a chain of T-space\ I. ()I‘ rC5pecti\ c 
degrees i, i 0. I . . . . . h I such that L,;, c c’: f “’ c c:, , I 
A set ofelements r, f 7; i 0. I . . . . . 07, is said be a ~wrl\ rrlter~7c7~~o~r ~~~q~rcrv t’ 
of length 177 for u if t, I I, for i I..... i~r. and ( I)( I/ ii 0: 
i. ,i 0, I ,.... 177. Define S (10 to be the supremum over all /)I iuch t!iai there 
is a ccrali alternation sequence of length ~77 for II. We shop\ that l( F( T‘) 
can be embedded into a T-space or equivalently. a Marko\ \pacc ItI 
S,(u) t ~3. Iii particular if S (u) h. we construct a chain of 7.-\paces I 
of respective degrees i. i 0, I.... such that i! c U,, and I ,, ’ i I iS .” 
I;,, c LT,,.,C .“. 
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other hand, while Z is not in general an indicator function (it is for the class 
of continuous functions on an interval), Z(u) < I(u) for all indicator 
functions I subject to a nominal normalizing condition. 
Let ug ,..., Us be any real-valued functions defined on an arbitrary ser T 
of cardinality greater than k. For t, ,..., t,i E Tlet t = (r,, ,..., I~) and define the 
(k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix V(t) (the Haar matrix) by Vtj(t) q = uj(ti). Classi- 
cally, a Tchebycheff system (or T-system) referred to a set (uijt, of contin- 
uous functions defined on some closed real interval [a, b] such that 
det V(s) V(t) ‘:, 0, (-0 
whenever s,, < s1 < .+. < sI, , t, < t, (I ... < t,. . In this case of continuous 
functions on an interval, the condition (T) is equivalent to the Haar condition: 
det Y(t) # 0, whenever f,, ,..., t,: are distinct. 
This in turn is equivalent to the condition that the ui’s be linearly independent 
and that every nontrivial linear combination of them have at most k zeros 
(in [a, bl). 
When each subset {ui}&, II = 0, 1,..., h- is a T-system, {ui,fX;=, has been 
called a Markov system, and when a T-system (uitf==, can be extended to 
a larger T-system {uil!Li , the former T-system has been called extendable. 
if for every choice of points s0 .: ... < ,F,~, t < *.. < t, , det V(s) V(t) 3 0, 
(zQ~~=,, has been called a weak T-system. 
Unfortunately, there has been no general agreement in the literature about 
which term to apply to which concept and the reader is cautioned accordingly. 
The terminology used in this paper has been chosen to reflect both historical 
precedent as closely as possible and also the functional requirement that the 
important classifications be named suggestively and succinctly. 
Extensive studies of such T-systems and Markov systems can be found 
[I; 3; 4; 61 and others. T-systems of continuous functions on open or half- 
open intervals (see [3]) or on compact sets (see [l; 3, Chap. VII; 51) have also 
been dealt with. Work with T-systems of arbitrary real-valued functions 
defined on an arbitrary partially ordered set appears to have surfaced first in 
Rutman [7], and is further developed in Zielke [8; 91. Combining results 
from the last two papers gives 
THEOREM (Zielke). An}) T-space on a dense subset of an open interval is an 
extendable Markov space. 
Tn his earlier paper [8], Zielke provides the example 1, t sin t, t cos t on 
[0, 7~1 of a T-space of infinitely differentiable functions on a closed interval 
which is not a Markov space. Jn fact, for every dimension and for half-open 
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2. DEFINITIONS, BASICS 
Let T be an arbitrary set and suppose {u&, C F(T). Then {Us>& is called 
a Haar sysrem of degree k if the Haar condition (see above) is satisfied. 
If T is a linearly ordered set then {uJ~=, is called a T-system of degree k if the 
condition (T) is satisfied. When furthermore (u,)~=, is a T-system of degree 12 
for n :=: 0, I,..., k then {uijfx, is called a Markov system of degree k. 
The linear span of a Haar (respectively, T-, Markov) system of degree k 
is called a Haar space (respectively, T-space, Markov space) of degree k. 
Notice that a Haar, T- or Markov space of degree k has dimension k + 1 
and that any basis of a Haar (respectively, T-) space is a Haar (T-) system 
of the same degree. Furthermore, the restriction of any such space of degree k 
to a subset of cardinality at least k + I remains such a space of degree k. 
And in view of the defining Haar condition and condition (T), if {uJF=, is a 
Haar system on a set T (respectively, T- or Markov system on a linearly 
ordered set T) and 0: T + T’ is a 1-I map to a set T’ (respectively, a strictly 
increasing or strictly decreasing map to a linearly ordered set T’), then 
iui o 8-1)FZ’=, is a Haar system (respectively, T- or Markov system) on 
fl(T). 
The term “polynomial,” sometimes appearing in the literature to denote 
an element of an arbitrary space, is here reserved exclusively to denote an 
algebraic polynomial (an element of the T-space with basis 1, t, t2,..., t”). 
The following easily proved lemma is needed in what follows. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Any element u of a Haar space U of degree k having k 
(distinct) zeroes t, ,..., tB is a scalar multiple of a determinant function: 
u(t) = adet V(t, t, ,..., tk)forsomca + 0. If UisaT-spaceandt, < ..* < tR, 
then after possibly multiplying u bv -- 1, t E ]ti , timil[ 3 (- l)i qS(t) < 0 ,for 
i :E 0 ,..., k (with t,, .=- -co, tk+l =m + a). 
3. EQUIVALENT CHARACTERIZATIONS OF T-SPACES 
Let U be a (k + I)-dimensional subspace of F(T). In the preceding section 
we defined U to be a T-space in terms of a basis for U. However one can 
characterize a T-space by properties of the elements of U without explicit 
mention of a basis. Tf U is a (k -+ I)-dimensional subspace of continuous 
functions on a closed interval [a, b], it can be shown (see [3, p. 221) that if 
every nontrivial element of U vanishes at no more than k points in [a, b] 
then U is a T-space on [a, b]. However, for functions that are not continuous 
the number of points at which the functions are zero is not sufficient to 
characterize T-spaces. As a trivial example let T T= R and u,(t) = -1 if 
t &I 0, u,(t) = 1 if t :> 0. 
DEFINII ION. Suppose 7‘ is a partially ordered set and u :: -‘i;( 7). In 
aifrr.tintiot~ serpwtiw of lcwgth tz for II on 7 is 2 set :.Y,, ,.... .vr,l C 7‘ satisfying 
so -I .‘. -’ .Y,~ and such that (~-~ 1)’ u(.Y,) II(.Y,) 0 (0 i, j tr). (This. of 
course, is equivalent to u(.Y,) c/t.\-, , Ii 0 when II 0.) The supremum of II 
taken over all alternation sequences of length tI for u on T is denoted S ((I). 
,le~~~,~~~e~r,,,T; ’ (71, .‘.. are pairwise disjoint subsets of T buch that /f 
, . . I. 2. ,... ). and such that for each i, cr. 1’7 ‘-~ 7.. , I 7’. 
LI . t <- h t F 7’,le.p., if TC R then each 7‘, P r? I for some iilterval I). 
With II :.I. denoting the restriction of II to 7’, . the supremum of >l S (U , ) 
taken o&r all such sets : 7‘, . T, ,...I is denoted S”(U). 
The notation S and S is consistent with that in (1~ 41: v, hile in these 
sources the definitions of S and S arc in terms of the number of sign 
changes in related sequences. our definitions here are equivalent to the others. 
For any set T, the number of distinct elements t I- 7 4uch that (r(r) 0 
(the XJI’OS of II in 7) is denoted Z(U). 
A doublr zwo t of u F -P(T) is a zero of II such that for \ome I’. \ I. 
I’ -I’ t --. sand for anv s, I’ c Tsatisfying J. .\ t -. J‘ . s, U(.Y) L/( >‘) 0. 
The number of double kros of II is denoted II( Of course. in the case ot 
ordinary polynomials. our “double zero” applie\ to any zero of even order 
(see Fig. I). 
For our purposes. the domain of ;I function is unique and implicit 111 ~hc 
definition of the function. Thus, the restrictions of a function to two dilfercnt 
subsets of its domain are to be considered for notational purposes as two 
different functions. The restriction of a function 11 to a set S is denoted II , 
(3.1) LEMMA. Fot~ at1v I/ Cl F(T), 1/ 
S-(u) .-:: max[S-(u), z(uj: ’ P(U) 
0 utd I- /incwi\~ otYii’l~l~~i, S”(U) 
Z(u) S”(u) %(I!) D(u) S irt). 
Proqf. Suppose 7, . 7, ,... are pairwise disjoint subset5 of T on which il 
never vanishes as above. ordered so that sup 7, inf T, , The col2c;lte- 
nation of an alternation \equencc oi‘ length II 1’1 I x.4 ith <li:t‘ .,i‘ lrngtl; ii! 
in r, , will, after possibly cxcludin g the fir\1 p;~inl in ihc ~2conti quciic‘r, 
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form an alternation sequence of length at least /7 + m on Ti u r,_, Hence, 
S”(u) -c S-(u). 
Conversely, an alternation sequence of length y1 on T can be partitioned 
into subsets Pi , i = l,..., m of maximal cardinality subject to the constraints 
that each Pi contains only elements which are consecutive in the original 
alternation sequence, and that in the convex hull of Pi (for each i == I ,..., n?) 
u does not vanish. Then by definition P(u) 3 Ci Sp(u,) ;a IZ .- m + 1 
where II, =: II IPi . Tn as much as between any two Pi’s (ordered on T) there 
necessarily lies a zero of 14 (by the maximality condition), S-(u) -5 SOClc) A Z(u). 
Hence the second and third inequalities also hold. 
The fourth inequality is trivial. 
For the last inequality, we can assume without loss of generality that 
Z(u) < + co. Suppose T, , T, ,... are as above. Let an alternation sequence 
of finite length be chosen in each T, and let .Y”. x1 ,... be the natural linear 
ordering of the set formed by all the respective alternation sequences (one for 
each T+) and all the zeros of II. By discarding (if necessary) from .x0, x1 ?... 
the first element from any of the alternation sequences chosen in T, , T? ,..., 
respectively, the remaining points relabeled y,, < y1 < yd < ..* can be 
formed into a generalized alternation sequence for U. Since there are n + 1 
points in an alternation sequence of length n, it follows that S”(u) + Z(U) ,< 
S (II). Furthermore, if y, is a double zero, there exist Y, s E T such that for 
all X, y E T, r .< x < yi < JJ < s implies u(x) U(Y) -> 0. In this case, 
either the generalized alternation sequence J’(, , y1 ,... can be augmented by 
the inclusion of one or both of r or s, or else .v,,~ : : mini y, 1 n > i, u(y,) f 0) 
was the first element in the alternation sequence chosen from some ri 
(thus undiscarded). In either case an extra point exists in the generalized 
alternation sequence on behalf of yi . The nonzero elements of the possibly 
augmented sequence can be decomposed into new Ti’s as above, and the 
previous argument repeated for each double zero. Hence So(u) + Z(w) + 
D(u) :< P(u). 
(3.2) Notes. 1. If T is a real interval and u is continuous, So(u) = 0 
whence S-(U) < Z(u). 
2. If u is a polynomial, S+(u) -< deg U. 
3. If T is an open interval and ZI is a polynomial, S-(U) is exactly the 
number of zeros of u in T of odd index, and S’-(U) =T Z(U) + D(u). 
4. All the inequalities in Lemma 3.1 can be simultaneously strict 
(see Fig. 1). 
It was noted earlier that continuous functions defined on an interval T 
form a T-space of degree k if and only if the only element with more than k 
zeros is 0. This equivalence is true in general for a Haar space: 
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(3.3) LEVMA. Suppose Li is a(k - I )-diirmwsional lincat. subspace of .F( T) 
(T arbitmq,). Then U is a Haat. .sp~w if and on!l, if Z(u) < k ,fiw we,:i 
nonzero II E U. 
While a Haar space is not in general a T-space. the following equivalences 
do obtain. 
(3.4) THEOREM. i-c+ T bc all wbitrar:,. littrarl~~ orde~~~d set attd lcr U he (I 
(k i- I)-dimensio,~al litrcar .rrrhspaw of .‘F( T). Then tlrc~,follwoing arc equiralrnr: 
( I ) LJ is ii T-space of’ d~~pw X : 
(2) s (u) k attd Z(u) Ii w11ct1cwr 0 11 t Li: 
(3) S”(U) -~ %(Lf) Ii whoww 0 I/ c c:: 
(4) s (II) h N~hct7cr~c~J~ 0 If F u. 
Proc$ ( 1) (2). As in [Xl, Lemma 2(a) lb). 
(2) (4). As in [8] Lemma 2(b) (C). 
(4) . (3). This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1. 
(3) (I). Let lu,;t~ ,) be any basis for L’. By Lemma I. I there arc 
elements of T, say t,, ... t,, such that with respect to ‘~/,it ,, _ 
det I’(t,, . . . . . t,;) 2. 0. say det I ‘(r,, . . . . . t,,) 0. 
Now suppose ,s,, “’ ’ .5,, are any other elements of T. It suffices to 
show that det V(.r,, ,.... J, ) 0. Define I’, -~ min{.c, , t,; (i 0 ,...) k). Then 
I , 7 minis, , t,) .Y, J s, .] and similarly t’, . t,., so I’, . r,., (i O,...,k I ). 
For i -= O,....h define (c-,(r) det V(r,. ,..., I’, 1 . t, t, ,1 . . . . . fi,) ti L:. If 
%(t,) 0 then p’, 0 whence by (3) 9i has exactly k zeros (namelq. 
t () )...T I’, 1 7 t&l T...) t,,). It follows from (3) that in this case S’O(~I) 0. 
whence qi(r,) 0 implies c;:,(t) 0 whenever I 85 ]ri , 1 t, ,[ n 7‘ (i 
O,..., k; I’ , inf T, f,.., sup T). 
Now n(h) 0 and r,, i ]V , , tl[ so Y:,j(~,r) 0. Hut ‘p”(r,,) ‘{ ,(r,) 40 
ct’l(l,) 0. Continuing in this fashion, we eventually obtain det C’(r,, ,..., I.,.) 
q%(r,J 0. that is, the sign of det V(t,, . . . . . r,,) is the same as the sign of 
$%0-d. 
Replacing ri by si in the definition of y-z , we analogously obtain that the 
sign of det V(s ,, . . . . . SJ is the same as the sign of c~~(rJ, which has to be 
proved. (Note: This proof is similar to [8], Lemma 2(c) m:- (a) where the 
author makes an unnecessary additional assumption.) 
4. INDICATOR FUN<‘TIONS AND i?!vlBEl~DING 
In Section 3 it was demonstrated how Tchebycheffspaces can be character- 
ized as finite-dimensional linear subspaces of .F(T), whose element5 ilre 
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constrained to have a specified maximum number of alternations or zeros. 
Theorem 3.4 showed that a (k + I)-dimensional subspace of 9(T) is a 
T-space if and only if for every u f 0, S+(U) < k, max{S-(u), Z(U)> < k, 
or So(u) + Z(U) -< k. These functions ,‘C, max(S-, Z), So + Z as well as 
So + Z + D all therefore serve to indicate whether or not a finite-dimensional 
linear subspace in S(T) is a T-space. In fact, there are an infinite number of 
such functions. We call this family of functions indicator functions for T. 
DEFINITION. A function I: F(T) ---f Z- u (+ co) where Z’- is the set of 
nonnegative integers, is called an indicator function (for T) provided that for 
any (k + I)-dimensional subspace U of S(T), U is a T-space of degree k iff 
Z(u) <; k for every nonzero u E U. 
Take any T-system (Us}:=, (k ; 0) on a linearly ordered set T, card T > 
k i- I, and any to E T. By changing the signs of uo( r,),..., tr,(t,,) or, respectively, 
setting uo(to) = .** = uk(to) = 0, the respective linear spaces generated by 
the new ui’s are not T-spaces. However, the respective linear spaces are of 
dimension k + 1, and for every u f 0 in the former, Z(U) < k while for 
every u # 0 in the latter, S-(U) < k, by application of Theorem 3.4. Thus, 
neither Z nor S- are indicator functions. However, S-(U) and Z(u) are both 
less than k for any nonzero element u belonging to any T-space of degree k. 
We can introduce a partial ordering in the set of indicator functions for 
a set T as follows. Tf II , Z2 are any two, then I, < I, iff for every nonzero U, 
Ix(N) < Z,(u). 
We prove in this section that S+ is the (unique) maximal element in the 
family of indicator functions for any subset of R. 
We now proceed to prove this. Actually, we prove a stronger result, 
namely that if P(u) is finite then there is a Markov space of degree k con- 
taining U. This is constructed explicitly. 
Before we proceed to the general proof we show how the proof works 
when u is a polynomial and T is some closed interval [a, b]. Let S+(U) = k, 
and let all the zeros of u be simple in [a, b]. Then u has k distinct zeros in 
[a, b], say s, < ... < Sk. We show that irrespective of the degree of u (as a 
polynomial), u can first be embedded into a T-space of degree k. 
Let P(t) = nF=, (si - t). We assume for simplicity that s1 > a and 
P(a) . u(a) > 0. Observe then that the polynomial u(t)/P(t) > 0 for all 
t E [a, b]. Define the polynomials uf(t) = u(t)/(s, - t) (1 < i < k). We show 
that u(t) together with u,(t) (1 <; i < k) form a T-ssytem of degree k in 
.F([a, b]) (and hence the space which they span is a T-space of degree k, 
containing of course u(t)). 
Let co ,..., cp be scalars, not all zero. It suffices to show that for u(t) = 
c,u(t) + &o c&t), Z(v) < k (recall that Z is an indicator function for 
continuous functions on closed intervals), since then also U, u1 ,..., tlk mUSt be 
linearly independent. Define the polynomials P,(t) = P(t)/(s, - t). Then 
PlYwj: Let I,, “. t; be any tweak aiternatwn sequence l‘or I! 01 
length X. and suppose (for example) that t,, 1 Ii, I’ If u(t) 0 then 
r,,. ‘.. t t. t,,,- ‘.’ t,, is a sequence of the desired I> l>c. II‘ 
u(t) 0, ii,& 171 (0 il l I<) such that I/(/,,,) 0 (possible \ince Z(U) 
s (14) X). Then either ( I)!l “I u(t) ~(t,,,) 0 or ( I)‘# ’ ‘I’ u(r) ~(r,,,) 0. 
Trading f,, for t in the first case. and t,, ,, for t in the second. produce\ ;I 
sequence of the desired type. 
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(- l)i-,j l~(tJ u(tJ > 0 and is equal to 0 only if (--l)i-j P(t,) P(2,) = 0, it 
follows that (- l)i-j P(tJ P(t,) 3 0 whence t, < ... < It is a weak alter- 
nation sequence for P. Thus S+(u) < P(P). 
(4.4) THEOREM. For an arbitrary T C R let u EF(T) and suppose S+(u) 
is$nite. Then there exists a Markov space of degree S+(u) containing u. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1 and the remark following, it suffices to 
show that there is a T-space of degree S+(U) containing U. If P(U) = 0 then 
the one-dimensional space spanned by u is a T-space of degree 0. It is a 
similar triviality if u = 0. Hence, assume u # 0 and S+(U) = k .> 0. It 
follows that card T > k + 1. For any x E R define U, = u jlPz,rlnT (the 
restriction of u to ]- co, x] n T). Note that when ]- co, X] n T =s 2, 
s+(u,) < s+(u,) c- x < y, (4.4.1) 
and if the first inequality is strict, so must be the second. 
Next it is shown that for 1 < i C: k, there exists an x E T such that 
F(u,.) = i. (4.42) 
For i : k, since S-(U) = k there is a weak alternation sequence for u of 
length k, say t, < ... < t,, ; then x =. tk satisfies S+(u,) = k. Now suppose 
that y has been found such that S+(u,) = i > 1. We find an x < 3: such that 
P(u,) = i - I and the desired result then follows by reverse induction on i. 
Indeed, let t, < ... < ti < y be a weak alternation sequence for 11~ . Then 
to < t1 < ... < ti.ml is a weak alternation sequence for ati-, , so i -- I <I 
S-+(ul,-J < S+(u,) x i. Tf S+(tdti_,) = i - 1 we are done, so assume 
S+(u,,-,) =.: i and let s0 < .** < si be a weak alternation sequence for Us,_, . 
Similarly, i - 1 < S+(ap,-,) < i and we are done unless S+(U~~_,> = i 
in which case we once more find a weak alternation sequence r, < .*+ < ri 
for hiwl . But ri < siel < si ,( fi-l < li < y and u(tiel) u(fJ s: 0, so either 
r0 < .-. C ri < ti_l or r0 < ... < ri < ti is a weak alternation sequence 
for II, of length i -t 1 >, S+(u,), a contradiction. Hence, either S+(zQ = 
i -~ 1 or else S’(U,~_~) = i - 1, which completes the proof that for 1 < i < k, 
there exists s E T such that (4.4.2) holds. 
Define 
si = infjx E R j S+(u,) > i} 
for 1 < i < k. By (4.4.2) i - 1 < ,Y~(zJ,~~) < i (1 < i < k). It follows that 
2P(us,) < i < i + 1 < SJ(tl,;+,>, so 
si < si+2 . (4.4.3) 
Next we show that if x, y E T, x < y and U(X) :# 0 then 
s+w + s+@ IhM-) = s+hJ. (4.4.4) 
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Let I’ u :[,z,alnT By Lemma 4.2 find a weak alternation sequence of length 
Sr(zc,) for II, including .\- and one of length S’(1.j for I’, also Including .\-. 
Since t/(s) 2 0. the concatenation of the two <equences forms ;I weak 
alternation sequence for II,, . whence S (u,) S i/,j S II,,,). On the othcl 
hand, there is a weak alternation bequcnce of length S err,,) for II,, . containing 
.Y. also by Lemma 4.2. This induces weak alternation squencec fc>r II, and I‘. 
so s (z/,I) !~ s (2.) S (u,~), completing the proof of (4.4.4). 
It follows from the preceding that for any \-. ,I‘ 7. 
Furthermore. we obtain fc>r I i I< 
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“alternation” point ri . This new point is isolated with respect to T, ensuring 
that qi(t) = l/(u, - t) be well- defined (and bounded) in T. However, it is 
needed that the ri’s be alternation points of the new split set 0T. To ensure 
this, when si E T, si must fall on the appropriate side of ri , according to the 
sign of u(sJ: that is, on the left (]si-r , si[) side when (-l)i--l u(sJ > 0 and 
on the right (Is+ , sitl[) side when (- l)i u(s<) > 0. Define 0: R + R by 
d(t) = t + 4 max{i I si < t) when t F s, ,..., So ; for 1 <:- i -< k, define 
0(q) = si + 4i ~- 2 except when si = sifl , in which case define tI(sJ == 
si + 4i + 2 (-&.r,+,)). Clearly B is strictly monotone on R, as is 8-l on the 
image of 8. 
For 1 -( i :< k, define 
Yf = @J -- 1 if si c T and (- l)i-l u(sJ ‘:, 0; 
= f3(sJ ~- 1 if s, E T and (.- l)i u(si) I-- 0, or s, =. .Y,~.~ ; 
=- O(Si) if s, 6 T or s, E T, ~(5,) = 0 and .s, < si,ml . 
In order to show that ri is well defined, it is sufficient to show that if si == .sItl 
then si E T and (~- IY u(sJ > 0. Indeed, for x < .s, , Sr(u,) < i while for 
x > .si -= si+l ) S+(u,) > i (by the definition of .yi and .sitl). Thus x =-= si is 
the only element which can satisfy (4.4.2) whence si E T and S(u,j =~ i. 
Furthermore, by the definition of si , since si -= .s,,.~ , s, must be an accumu- 
lation point of T from the right. Thus there is a I E ].s,,r , .sifp[ n T, and by 
(4.4.6) S+(u,) = i + I. But (-- I) i+l u(t) y 0 by (4.4.8) and [(- l)i u(s,)] 
x [(-l)i+l u(t)] = (- l)i-‘im’l’ u(sij 2/(f) > 0 by (4.4.9, so (- I)i M(SJ > 0. 
By construction, r1 < .‘. < r,; , no vi is an accumulation point of BT and 
yi E 8T only if u(si) = 0 and ,yi < .yirl , in which case yi -= B(s,). Since 
(-~- l)i u(t) 3 0 for t E ]si , s~+~[ n T, it follows from the above construction 
that whenever t E [vi , I*~+~[ n 0T, (-l)i u(&*(t)) > 0 (0 5 i e< k); equality 
occurs, of course, only when t =I r, . 
A T-system defined on the set BT and including the function u 0 8-l is 
constructed. This T-system then pulls back to a T-system on T which 
includes U. Let qo(t) = 1 and let qi(t) -= l/(ri - t) for 1 :< i 5; k. For all 
f c BTandO < i ,( k define ui E .F(BT) by ui(t) = u(&l(t)) am unless i ) 0 
and t x ri in which case let ui(ri) = (- l)i-l. 
Notice that u0 = u 0 8-l. It will be demonstrated that {u~)~~~ is a T-system 
on OT. Assuming this is done, define L& == 14~ 0 0 (0 < i < k). Then ti,, = II 
and {iiJ~=, is a T-system of degree k on T, which is equivalent to what was 
to be shown. 
Hence, it suffices by Theorem 3.4 to show that the linear space generated 
by {~i)~~~ is of dimension k -+ 1 and that for any nonzero v therein, S’(v) :G k. 
For this it is sufficient to show that for any scalars c0 ,,.,, c,,. , not all zero, if 
t’ =- C c,ui then S+(u) < k (since card T > k and Z(zi) < S+(U)). 
Define P(t) = nFr, (r, - t). Then for all t E BT, if ~(&l(t)) 4 0, then 
r 5 I’, ( I i _ X) so I-‘([) 0 tllld fi(B L(t)),P(ij 0 (since for i 
11.z 1 r,~.J n t)T, both ( I)( dH-l(t)) 0 and ( - I) P(f) 0). Let Q,(t) 
P(f) 9 Af) ((1 i /\) and set Q(f) 2 c,Qc(t). Then each Qi and hence Q 
are all polynomial> of degree less than or equal t:? /,. 7hus. by (3.2.2r 
S.(Q) degQ X. 
If u(B ‘(I)) 0 thc11 i~i/j x c’,fi,(i) [fi(t: ‘itj), i’(t)] C c,l’(f) C; ,If I 
[u(H-‘(t))/P(f)] Q(t). Since the Ierm in brackci5 i\ kirictly positive. I.(?) Q(t) 
[u(&‘(f)),‘P(t)] Q(t)” -b 0, and r(f) 0 implies Q(t) 0. On the other hand 
if 24(&‘(f)‘) : 0 then f r, H(s,) for 5ome.j I ..,.. I, such that .Y, .\ , 
In this case u,(/.,) I!(.\.) ‘, ,(r,: 0 when i ; and r(r,) x C,LC,i/~,j 
c,( 1)’ -I. At the wme time Q,(K) 0 if i ,/. SO Q(/‘() -7 c,Qi(r,) 
c,,Qi(r,). Observe that Q,(f) 11, I) (I’, I), so ( I)’ i Q,(r.jL 0. Hence 
IfI’,) Q(r,) c,“( !):m L Q,(r,) ,_- 0 and if r(r,) 0 then <‘, 0 so Q(r,) 0. 
Thus by Lemma 4.3, S (r) S(Q): X. 
(4.6) COR~;LlJ.RY. Ati~ imiic~afor fktlr~tiou I “for 0 .suh.wr T C R sofi,si!i i 
I(u) 9 (U) for rrll t7#il.?~‘/‘ft I/ (7 T(T). 
Pmqf: By Theorem 4.4, given 0 - u - Y( 7) there is a T-space of degree 
S:(U) containing u. Thus by definition, I(U) : 2 S (I{). 
,Vntc~.c. (I) If II is bounded then by construction the clcments of Ci 
are also bounded. It is unkno\\n whether il u i:, c\mtinuc,us (rc5pectivelq. 
rz-differentiable) then there exists a r-space of degree S+(U) of continuous 
(respectively, rz-differentiable) functions, containing U. 
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Thus, another characterization of S+(U) derives, namely, S-i(u) is the 
smallest degree of all T-spaces containing U. 
(3) The obvious question, namely if U is an n-dimensional subspace of 
F(T) such that S+(U) < + co for each nonzero u E U, does there exist a 
T-space containing 0: provides an open problem which would be very 
worthwhile settling having, as it would, many applications in approximation 
theory. It appears difficult, however, even for the case n = 2. 
The next theorem and corollary are used to show that no indicator 
function strictly dominates another in the sense that I,(U) < Iz(u) for all II 
such that Z,(U) < + co. 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let U be a (k + I)-dimensional subspace of F(T), T 
linearly ordered. Given any indicator function I for T, there is a nonzero u E U 
such that I(u) > k. 
Proof. Suppose for every 0 + u E U, I(u) < k. Then every k-dimensional 
subspace of U is a T-space of degree k - 1 by definition of the indicator 
function. However, since Uis (k + I)-dimensional there exists by (1.1) some 
nonzero v E U, such that v has at least k zeros. Consider some k dimensional 
subspace of U containing v. However, no linear space containing G’ is a T-space 
of degree k - I by Theorem 3.4 since v has k zeros. Therefore, there exists 
some nonzero element u in the subspace containing v such that I(U) 3 k. 
(4.8) COROLLARY. If U is a T-space of degree k then there is a nonzero 
u E U such that Z(u) = k. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. Let II , Iz be any two indicator functions for the same 
set. Given any T-space U of degree k on this set there exist u, , u8 E U such 
that 
w4 G M4, 
w4 3 4@4 
Proof. By Corollary 4.8 there exists I+ E U such that II = k whence 
Zz(uI) < Z,(u,) = k; similarly, the required t12 exists. 
The Theorem 4.10 shows that no indicator function is subordinate to 
every indicator function. 
(4.10) THEOREM. Given an indicator function I for a set T of cardinality 
at least 2, there exists an indicator fimction J for T and a nonzero u E .9(T) 
such that J(u) < Z(u). 
Proo$ Given T, let U C ,9(T) be a T-space of degree at least ?I. By 
Theorem 4.7, u E U can be found such that Z(u) > 1. Let J be defined on all 
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real-valued functions by J(t.) .S,~(P) if I’ II. J(U) 0. It is easy to verirh 
that .I is an indicator function since any linear space containing II al!,o 
contains ,YII for all real ,L, and for \ 0, I. .I( I//) s ( Ui) s (If). 
While there is no minitnal indicator function, i;uppose / i.; an indic,ttot 
function which satisfies I( IU) I(u) for 311 real numbers x 0. and \\ltich 
also satisfies Z(V) I(U) whenever I* is the restriction of II to a smaller dotn:tin: 
then Z(u) : Z(u) for all I/. This is the content of the Theorem 4.1 I. 
function. In Theorem 4.i! il bias +o\vn ?ha\ I!. \\I?ilc not :I;> tndicatot 
function. does twund flom h<lo~, thohc i~ldic:~t~i;~ ~‘LttiCiic)ll\ \\!l;Cl? i,ttik,,f> :1 
nominal normalizing cortditioii. it is now ~ho1\~n i.l:a! II~C!: ai;ii)ng ,iich 
“well-behaved” indicator fulxtiona. there can be I:S~ 133inimaI cl~tnsnt. 
Indeed, we exhibit I:YO “~~,cll-beltaved” indicztctr function\ \ :~ncl ‘+! 6.1. 
which min{N( .), &I(.); is not an indicator func!ion. 1: follows< 111:~~ there C;I ;I 
be no indicator function subordinate ti, both ,L’ and .1/. 
For any linearly ordered \c! 3’ ;!nd ::I;> if I’ i1 F(r), le: 
,Zl(l!f !llax:S (II), %(/ii:. 
lL(l/) J(u) if s"(//) 0. 
%(I/) i it‘ S”ir/) \I. 
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(4.12) LEMMA. N is an indicator function. 
Proof For any T-space I/ of degree k and any 0 f u E 0: N(u) < 
S+(U) < k by Theorem 3.4. On the other hand, if Uis a (k f I)-dimensional 
subspace of F(T) such that N(u) ,< k for all nonzero u E Or, then Z(u) < 
N(u) < k whenever 0 + u E U, so by Lemma 3.3, with respect to any basis 
for 17, det V(t, ,..., tlJ rf 0 whenever t, < ... i; fl; are elements of T. In 
order to show U is a T-space, by Theorem 3.4 it remains to show that the 
above determinant has permanence of sign. The QrOOf of this is exactly the 
proof that (3) :> (1) in Theorem 3.4. 
It remains to show that 
V(U) -= min{M(u), N(u)} 
is not an indicator function. To this end, we first exhibit a general method 
for constructing Haar spaces which are not T-spaces. 
Indeed, let UC S(T) be any T-space of degree k, where card T ;‘ 2, 
and let tr E T satisfy inf T < t, < sup T. For each u E lJ define u, E .F( T) 
u*(t) = u(t) if t -i I,, 
= --u(t) if f .‘-- t, , 
Set U, 7: [u* E F(T) ; u E 0’). With these definitions, we obtain the 
following. 
(4.13) LEMMA. Giaen any T-space UC *F(T) where card T 1: 2, then for 
at1~2 choice oft, , U, is a Haar space but is not a T-space. 
Proof: Suppose the dimension of CJ is k f 1. Then the dimension of U, 
is also k Y- I. Furthermore, for each nonzero U* E CJ, , Z(u,) : Z(U) < k 
by Theorem 3.4. Thus CJ is a Haar space. 
Let v E U have k distinct zeros, one of which is t, (cf. (2.2)). By Lemma 3.1 
D(y) =- 0, so in particular t, is not a double zero of F. Thus, t, is a double 
zero of yx and D(y,) =- I. Hence, again by Lemma 3.1, Slm(~,,) k so U, 
is not a T-space by Theorem 3.4. 
Now, let T satisfy 2 < card T, and let iJ C .3*1(T) be any T-space such that 
the degree k of U satisfies 1 !- 2k > card T. Then, for any nonzero u, E Ui, , 
v(u*) .:: N(u,) < Z(u,) f 1 so if Z(u,) < k then v(u,) :zG k. On the other 
hand, if Z(u,) -== k then S-I ~1 k whence v(u*) < M(u,) ~-= k. 
Thus, for each nonzero II* E U, , v(u*) :,’ k. However, iJ,< is not a T-space 
by Lemma 4.13, and thus v is not an indicator function. 
From the embedding Theorem 4.4 for T-spaces, follows an analogous 
result for Haar spaces. 
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